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I was recently watching a TV show and a commercial 
interrupted the scheduled program.  In the commercial, a 
child was asked if he got everything he wanted for 
Christmas.  The boy kindly answered that he was pleased 
with his gifts, especially a new football.  His parents 
beamed with joy when they heard him proclaim how 
happy he was with his present(s).   

 
I remember some of those moments when my children 
were younger.  A new doll, a baseball bat or a new bike 
generated a lot of excitement for the entire family.   
 
As we grow older and possibly into parents, grandparents 
or great grandparents, we realize not only what Christmas 
truly means, but also what a GIFT means to most.  Parents 
are extremely happy with the gift of a visit from children 
and grandchildren, as well as a good friend.  With wisdom 
comes the knowledge there is nothing like receiving 
someone’s time as well as their attention. 

 
Often, wisdom gives one the ability to simply sit with a 
loved one and listen.  KDH is blessed with residents and 
staff who get so much joy seeing their friend or family 
member light up talking about their happiness, or a story 
they found enjoyable.  KDH has a great many individuals 
who can provide others with their time and friendship.  
These gifts cannot be measured in comparison to receiving 
a bike or a new coat, but they mean every bit as much as 
these other gifts. 
 
The Lord’s blessings for the wisdom to not only 
understand the gift of family and friends, but also to 
appreciate the opportunities of giving gifts daily to those 
around us. 
 
Here’s to living every  
day like its Christmas! 

 
Happy New Year!  

Mike Kelly-  
 Administrator 
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Celebrating January 
 

New Year’s Day 

January 1 

 

New Year’s Celebration 

With Appetizers & Drinks 

January 3 @ 2:00 pm 

 

Monthly Birthday Party 

January 11 @ 2:30 pm 

 

Resident Meeting with Mike 

January 12 @ 2:30 pm 

 

Dentist will visit KDH 

Monday, January 24 

*Physician Exam Room  

 

Activity Professionals Week 

January 23-29 

*Thank you to our Activity 

Dept.- Becky, Jordan & Kelly 

 

January 2022 

 



 

Novelty Acts  
 

January might be International 
Brain Teaser Month, but no 
matter the time of year and no 
matter our age, our brains love  
to be teased! Brains are built  
to enjoy the novelty of a wide 
variety of challenges. Attempts  

to overcome those challenges keep our brains 
limber and help slow age-related cognitive 
decline. Whether it is a puzzle like a sudoku or  
a crossword, a mental challenge like a riddle  
or logic puzzle, or a device like a Rubik’s Cube,  
it is beneficial whenever we force our brains to 
overcome a task or learn something new. 
 

Our brains find novelty, or the quality of learning 
something new, original, or unusual, powerfully 
attractive. Novelty is not just related to new 
games or overcoming unique tasks. Newness 
takes many forms—hearing a new song, buying  
a new outfit, traveling to a new place—and is 
almost always accompanied by a rush of 
dopamine to the brain. Through this chemical 
rush, novelty makes us happy. Yet, as soon  
as a song gets overplayed, an outfit becomes 
outdated, or a new place becomes familiar, we 
find ourselves restless, seeking novelty once 
again. Brain teasers often offer our brains tiny 
daily doses of novelty.  
 

The crossword puzzles and sudoku found in  
the daily news certainly challenge our creative 
thinking, but even these can become routine  
and lose their novelty. This is why experts believe  
it is best to challenge your brain with different 
types of brain teasers. Learning a new board 
game is one type of challenge. Trying a new 
sport, practicing a new hobby, or even attempting 
to learn a musical instrument is another type of 
brain teaser. Furthermore, trying something new 
with a group of friends stretches your brain even 
more because now you must not only overcome a 
new challenge but also navigate social dynamics. 
The science is clear that there is no single type of 
brain teaser that will keep our brains young and 
sharp. Luckily, society offers an almost infinite 
variety of experiences that offer novel challenges 
to our hungry brains.  

 

King’s Daughters Home 
Staff Royalty - 
January 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS 

Theresa Hamling 

Theresa is a CNA 

and has worked at KDH 

Since March of 2021. 

*The prize of the month 

is a $50 Bonus! 
WAY TO GO Theresa! 

 
 

Out of the Minds of Babes 
 

American founding father  
Ben Franklin was renowned  
as a writer, printer, scientist, 
inventor, philosopher, and 
politician. His birthday on 
January 17 was declared  
Kid Inventors’ Day so that 

innovative kids could find inspiration to turn 
their own inventive dreams into reality.  
 

At age 11, Ben Franklin invented the first  
swim flippers. Chester Greenwood was only  
15 when he developed the first earmuffs.  
And Louis Braille, at age 12, began his work 
inventing a new language for the blind. Well 
into the 21st century, kids are still innovating. 
Fourteen-year-old Sarah Buckel wanted an 
easy way to decorate her locker. Thanks to 
her, kids now have magnetic locker wallpaper. 
Children are the future, and their inventions 
are bound to improve the way we all live.   
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NURSING NEWS   
I hope the New Year finds you and your family 

well!!! 

We are continuing to closely monitor for signs 

and symptoms of illness in the building. By 

doing so we can act fast to prevent the spread of 

illness.  We would like to politely remind visitors 

to reschedule their visits if they are experiencing 

any respiratory or intestinal symptoms. We 

continue to encourage only two visitors per 

resident at a time and ask that no visitors under 

13 enter the facility. We do however encourage 

window visits with this age group. Please let us 

know if you are interested in a window visit and 

we will make every effort to assist you. We are 

all working together to continue to protect our 

residents! 

As a reminder, care conferences are held every 

three months for our residents on NCC.  If you 

are unable to attend at the assigned time, you 

are welcome to reschedule if you feel you need a 

face-to-face conversation with representatives of 

the various departments. We are always available 

to listen and address any concerns you have and 

encourage you not to wait until the next 

scheduled conference.   

Assisted Living residents will have the 

opportunity to review their service plans every 

six months for a level II and yearly for a level I.  

Again, please feel free to ask to speak to a 

member of management at any time if you have 

questions, concerns, or compliments about your 

care.   

Many of our residents have received updated 

insurance cards. We ask that you please bring 

them in so that we can place a copy of that 

information into the resident’s chart for accurate 

billing purposes.   

We are looking forward to spending 2022 with 

you and your family. There will many exciting 

things to look forward to this year, both in our 

personal lives and here as a family at KDH!   

Warmest Wishes, 

Jo Lynn Gunderman/Director of Nursing 

Melissa Pate/Asst. Director of Nursing 

 

   
 

 

 

Congratulations                     
on “beeing” awesome                    

& “sticking with us” 

 We Appreciate YOU!! 
 Happy Anniversary dates of hire 

 
Tracey Oberlander, CNA (10 yrs.) 

Tammy Sauve, Receptionist (7 yrs.) 
Stacy Marsh, Charge Nurse (5 yrs.)  

Diane Williamson, Receptionist (5 yrs.) 
Victoria Diamond, Dietary Aide (3 yrs.) 

Amy Ellithorpe, CNA (2 yrs.) 
Kristy Dana, Charge Nurse (1 yr.) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              

RESIDENT MEETING 
With Mike Kelly- Administrator 

Wednesday, January 12 
         @ 2:30 pm. 
     (Activity Room) 
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Around the World in 72 Days 
 

In 1873, Jules Verne fascinated the world with  
his tale of a whirlwind trip around the world in  
80 days. In 1888, intrepid investigative journalist 
Nellie Bly proposed to turn fiction into fact when 
she suggested to her editor at the New York 
World newspaper that she would attempt her own 
circumnavigation of the globe. On January 25, 
1890, she arrived in New Jersey not only victorious 
but having completed her journey eight days 
faster than the heroes of Verne’s story. 
 
Bly was born Elizabeth Cochran. She adopted  
the pen name Nellie Bly when she became a 
columnist for the Pittsburgh Dispatch. But she 
soon became dissatisfied with her work as editors 
asked her to repeatedly write only fluff pieces for 
women readers. Bly headed to New York City 
looking for more serious work. She pretended  
to be mentally ill for 10 days to infiltrate a local 
mental hospital and detail the treatment of its 
patients. Her firsthand account was so fascinating 
that the New York World published her work as a 
six-part series. It made Bly famous and inspired  
a new sort of first-person news investigation  
known as investigative journalism. 

 
By the time Bly suggested her 
around-the-world trip, she had her 
editors’ full support, so there was no 
question that she would undertake 
the adventure. Bly’s proposition was 
so intriguing that a rival newspaper, 
the New York Cosmopolitan, 
sponsored a competing voyage  
for a female journalist of their own, 

Elizabeth Bisland. Bly did not get word of 
Bisland’s competing trip until she reached Hong 
Kong, and she promptly dismissed the challenge  
as a publicity stunt. Readers, however, were 
fascinated. Bly sent dispatches detailing her 
travels, which were printed in the paper. Readers 
participated in a paper-sponsored contest  
to guess the date of her arrival. Bly’s arrival  
home 72 days, six hours, and 11 minutes later 
established a new world record and bested her 
rival Bisland by over four days. Her adventure 
even inspired a board game for children.   

 

January Birthdays 
 

In astrology, those born from January 1–19 are 
Capricorn’s Goats. Like goats that perch on 
mountain crags, Capricorns are masters of  
self-control and responsibility. Intense focus 
and fortitude help them reach their goals. 
Those born from January 20–31 are the Water 
Bearers of Aquarius. Just as water gives life to 
the land, Aquarians are the humanitarians of 
the zodiac. Their heightened compassion and 
empathy compel them to help those in need.  
 

Residents: 
1/9   Irene Witbrodt  “101” 
1/11   Mary Kay Prudden  
1/15   Larry Lage 
1/27   Mary Davison 
Staff:  
1/3   Ariel Brenske 
1/16   Farai Mbidzo 
1/18   Alex Knuth 
1/28   Judy Lickman 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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New KDH Employees: 

Carey Hovey- CNA 

Aleyshia Martin- CNA 

Katlin Heckman- CNA 

Andrea Wade- Dietary Aide 

 


